Did the Hurricanes Wash Away the Hate?
In the midst and aftermath of the destruction caused by Hurricanes Harvey and Irma, I saw a
number of comments in social media marveling at how people came together and served each other
regardless of race, religion, or any other “us/them” division. Immediately before the hurricanes, the
subject of hate was hot and furious in the various media. Then suddenly people weren’t talking about
it. Something much bigger and much more immediate consumed our attention.
So that left an intriguing question: did the hurricanes wash away the hate?
Alas, no.
It didn’t take long before a third hurricane, Maria, decimated America’s own Puerto Rico, and the
horrific humanitarian crisis became fodder for politically-related contempt and ugliness in the
media. This was immediately followed by the mass shooting in Las Vegas that remains a mystery.
What in the world is going on?
In answering a question about signs indicating the end times, GotQuestions.org writes, “An increase
in false messiahs, an increase in warfare, and increases in famines, plagues, and natural
disasters—these are signs of the end times. In [Matthew 24:5-8], though, we are given a warning:
we are not to be deceived, because these events are only the beginning of birth pains; the end is still
to come.” (emphasis mine)
Paul writes this to Timothy about the end times:
You should know this, Timothy, that in the last days there will be very difficult times. For people will
love only themselves and their money. They will be boastful and proud, scoffing at God, disobedient
to their parents, and ungrateful. They will consider nothing sacred. They will be unloving and
unforgiving; they will slander others and have no self-control. They will be cruel and hate what is
good. They will betray their friends, be reckless, be puffed up with pride, and love pleasure rather
than God. They will act religious, but they will reject the power that could make them godly. Stay
away from people like that! (2 Timothy 3:3-5, emphasis mine)
This sure sounds like 2017, doesn’t it? The subjects of cruelty and hate are front-page news stories,
whether we’re learning of new beheadings or accusations of new hate groups. Recently, CNN
published the Southern Poverty Law Center’s “hate map,” which lumps together true hate-fueled
organizations with Christian ministries holding to historic biblical orthodoxy. I follow this story
because two years ago, SPLC put Probe Ministries on their hate map for being “anti-LGBT.” And
since I am the one who writes most of the content for Probe.org on sexuality and gender issues, they
were mainly pointing their finger at me.
So while some people were wondering if the hurricanes had washed away the hate, I found myself
writing a number of answers to email and social media posts assuring people that no, Probe is not a
hate group, and inviting them—as I always have—to identify any words of hatred on our website. No
one has ever shown me any hateful words. (I don’t think we’ve ever written any hateful words to
begin with, but I have always vetted anything I’ve written on the subject of LGBT by first submitting
it to friends who used to identify as gay or lesbian.) But simply writing about homosexuality as not
God’s design, and the truth that Jesus Christ changes people and sometimes that includes people’s
same-sex attractions, is purportedly potential fuel for those who would commit violence against

LGBT people.
(What’s interesting is that an armed man used the SPLC hate map to attempt to commit violence
against the Family Research Council as retribution for their inclusion on the hate list. The SPLC
doesn’t seem to have a problem with that.)
As my pastor says, “Truth sounds like hate to those who hate the truth.” There are so many cultural
lies about God’s design for sex and identity that when we proclaim God’s truth in a culture that
embraces lies, we get called hateful and discriminatory.
No, the hurricanes did not wash away the hate; they just distracted us for a time, I think. I do believe
we are seeing the birth pangs of the end times, and the world is going to continue to get darker and
more hostile to those holding a biblical worldview. My prayer is that we will be faithful to stand for
what is right and true no matter the cost.
Even when we’re slimed with false accusations of hate.
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